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ABSTRACT

An approximation algorithm is presented for open tandem queueing networks with
finite buffers and with general service times. The algorithm decomposes the system
into individual queues with revised arrival and service process and revised queue
capacity. Then, each queue is analyzed in isolation. The service process is revised
so that to reB.ect the additional delay a unit might undergo due to blocking. Unlike
previous algorithms, the arrival process to each decomposed queue is described by
a C% distribution. The parameters of the service and the arrival processes are com
puted approximately using an iterative scheme. The approximation procedure
yields the steady-state queue-length distribution of each queue. From this, other
more commonly sought performance measures, such as mean queue-length, proba
bility a queue is empty, throughput, etc., can be easily computed. Comparisons of
the approximate results with simulation results showed that the proposed algo
rithm has a good error-level.
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1. Introduction

Queueing networks with blocking are in general difficult to treat. In particu

lar, exact closed-form solutions for the steady-state queue-length distributions are

not generally attainable except in a few cases. Therefore, analytic approximations,

numerical techniques, and simulation techniques are used for the analysis of such

queueing networks. Numerical techniques provide the means of analyzing exactly

queueing networks. However, when studying queueing networks with blocking,

numerical techniques work well for small configurations. For large configurations,

time and space complexity problems arise.

The approximation procedures that have been developed so far for open

queueing networks with blocking can be classified into the following two categories:

1) The queueing network with blocking is decomposed into individual queues with

modified service and arrival process. The service process is revised so as to reflect

the additional delay that a customer might undergo due to blocking. The queue

capacity is also modified for one particular blocking mechanism. Each queue is

then analyzed in isolation. The analysis of each individual queue is carried out

using closed-form solutions or numerical solutions depending upon its structure.

Several algorithms have been developed using this approach(see for instance Hillier

and Boling [15], A..ltiok and Perros [6], Perros and Snyder (26), Altiok [2, 4, 5],

Labetoulle and Pujolle [19, 20), Pollock, Birge and Alden [27], Perros and Altiok

[25], Takahashi, Miyahara and Hasegawa (28), Kerbache and Smith [16]). These

algorithms differ from each other mainly in the way the service process is revised.



These algorithms have in general minimal cpu time and space requirements. 2) An

alternative approach to analyzing queueing networks with blocking is based on the

notion of analyzing successive pairs of adjacent queues (see Cor instance Brandwajn

and Jow [8, 9], Gershwin [12, 13], and Gun [14]). This approach has only been

used for tandem configurations. These algorithms differ from each other in the way

each pair of adjacent queues is analyzed, and how the results obtained from one

pair is used in the analysis of the next pair.

Most of the approximation algorithms in the first group have been proposed

for exponential service times, Little work has been done so far on open finite

queueing networks with general service times. In particular, Altiok [4] and Pollock,

Birge, and Alden [27] considered tandem configurations with general service times,

but they assumed that the arrival process to each decomposed queue is a Poisson

process. This is not the case. In fact, because of the blocking effect the arrival pro

cess at each decomposed queue is not even a renewal process. Labetoulle and

Pujolle [19, 20] and Kerbache and Smith [16], analyzed open finite queueing net

works with general service times assuming that the arrival process is renewal.

or the approximation algorithms in the second group, we note that the algo

rithm due to Gershwin [12, 13) is applicable to the case of synchronized machines.

All service times are equal to the same constant. Also, machines are subject to

breakdown. The algorithm due to Gun [14] allows service times to have a phase

type distribution, but it needs further validation.



Finally, we note that for closed queueing networks with blocking, Akyildiz

and Sieber [11 recently proposed an approximation algorithm for general service

times.

In this paper, we present an approximation algorithm for analyzing the per

formance of open tandem queueing networks with blocking and general service

times. This algorithm falls in the first group of algorithms and is an extension of

the algorithm due to Altiok (2, 4], Perros and Altiok [25], and Perros and Snyder

[26]. However, in these papers the arrival process to each decomposed queue was

assumed to be Poisson. In this paper, each arrival process is approximated by a

Coxian distribution. The parameters of these distributions are approximated itera

tively. We show that this algorithm gives. significantly better results than the algo

rithm reported in AItiok [4]. The algorithm yields the marginal queue-length dis

tributions, from which other performance measures such as mean queue-lengths,

server utilization, etc., can be easily obtained.

In the following section, we describe the queueing network under study in

detail. Section 3 gives the detailed approximation algorithm. The approximation

procedure is validated using simulation in section 4. Finally, the conclusions are

given in section 5.

2. The Queueing Network Model

The class of queueing networks with blocking studied here consists of M single

server queues in tandem as shown in Figure 2.1. All queues except the first queue



are assumed to be finite in size. As far as the first queue is concerned, we consider

two cases where (i) the first queue has an infinite capacity and (ii) the first queue

has a finite capacity. Customers are assumed to arrive only at the first queue in a

Poisson fashion with a mean rate A. In case (ii) customers arriving during the

period that the first queue is full are lost. Customers in each queue are served in

FIFO manner. All service times are assumed to be Coxian distributed with two

phases (denoted by C2). That is, a customer in queue i first goes through service

phase 1 ; after completing this service, it leaves the service facility with probability

1- 9 " while with probability 8., it receives an additional phase 2 service .. Service
I I

times in phases 1 and 2 are exponentially distributed with mean sil and si2 respec-

tively. It should be noted that a C2 has three independent parameters and squared

coefficient of variation ~ 0.5. This distribution can be used to approximate general

distributions with a rational Laplace transform. In A.I, we describe how the

parameters of a C% distribution can be determined using the method or moments.

We note that the algorithm presented in this paper can be readily extended to any

phase-type service time distributions.

Blocking occurs due to the finite capacity of the queues. When a customer

completes its service at the £th queue, it proceeds to the (i + 1)st queue if there is a

space available. However, if the (i + 1)st queue is full at that moment, the customer

is forced to wait in front of the i th server until it enters the (i + 1)st queue. During

this time the i th server remains idle and it cannot serve any other customers that

might be waiting in its queue. In this case, the ith queue is said to be blocked, and
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Figure 2.1 The Tandem Configuration

the customer waiting to enter the (i + l)st queue that caused the blocking is

referred to as the blocking customer. Obviously, blocking of the Mth queue is not

feasible in this model. This blocking mechanism is referred to by Onvural and Per-

ros [23] as type 1. One can find a comparison between this blocking mechanism

and other mechanisms reported in the literature in Onvural and Perras [23].

Define the following parameters :

M = total number of queues

A = arrival rate to the first queue

A. = overall arrival rate at queue i
I

N. = capacity of queue i (including the one in service). The capacity of the first
I

queue may be finite, equal to lVI' or infinite.



•
= parameters of the C'Z service time distribution at queue i

= parameters of the C'Z interarrival time distribution at queue i

= parameters of the C2 effective service time distribution at queue i

Pj( n) = probability that there are n units in queue i (including the one in service)

at any time

qj( n) = probability that an arriving unit finds n units in queue J (including the

one in service)

f
i
(n) = probability that a departing unit leaves n units at queue i

w. . = conditional probability that the ith server is at the )-th phase of service,
I,}

given that queue i has N, units, i.e., queue i is full

1T. = conditional probability that upon service completion at queue I there are
1

N,+ 1 units in queue (i + 1), i.e., queue i + 1 is full

•Si (s) = Laplace transform of the pdf or the original service time at queue i

•B, (s) = Laplace transform or the pdf of the effective service time at queue I

(including the blocking delay)

3. The Approximation Algorithm

In this section, we present the approximation algorithm for the tandem

configuration described in Section 2, assuming that the first queue has an infinite

queue capacity. We shall refer to this queueing network as Model I. In sub-section
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3.2, the algorithm is extended to the case where the first queue is finite. We shall

refer to this queueing network as Model II.

The approximation algorithm developed in this paper decomposes the system

of tandem queues into individual queues with revised queue capacity and revised

arrival and service process. These individual queues are then analyzed in isolation.

In particular, the capacity of each decomposed queue is augmented by one in order

to accommodate the blocking unit. This capacity revision is necessary because the

blocking unit, though it physically waits in the blocked queue, is in fact a part of

the blocking queue. So the blocking unit is put into the fictitious position at the

next buffer and the server at the blocked queue is kept idle until blocking is over.

The interarrival time of units at the first queue is assumed to be Poisson dis

tributed. However, the interarrival time of units at the ith queue (i ~ 2) has an

unknown arbitrary distribution because of the blocking effect. The approximation

algorithm consists of three basic steps: Step 1, Step 2, and Step 3. In step 1,

the arrival process at each finite queue is assumed to be a Poisson process. In steps

2 and 3, the arrival process is assumed to be a C2 distribution. Conceptually, steps

1 and 3 are the same, but implementation for these two steps is different because

the arrival process at each queue is different.

3.1. Model I

Now, seeing that the first queue is infinite in size, and assuming that it is

stable, we have that the departure rate from the first queue is A. Thus, the effective
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arrival rate X at queue i is ~ =A, i = 2,3, ... ,.\4'.
I I

Step 1

This step is practically identical to the algorithm proposed by Perros and

Altiok [25], Perras and Snyder [26], and Altiok [2, 4].The non-Poisson arrival pro-

cess at each decomposed queue i (i:> 2) is approximated by a Poisson distribution

with a parameter Ai such that the mean effective arrival rate at this queue is equal

to A, the system's throughput.

The algorithm begins with the analysis of the l\1th queue and proceeds back-

wards to queue 1. Because of the network structure, the Mth server cannot become

blocked. Thus, it can be analyzed in isolation as an l\1Ie2/ 1/NM + 1 queue.

Now let us consider queue M -1. Upon service completion at queue M -1, the

unit will enter queue l\{ without getting blocked with probability I-1T M -1. Other-

wise, with probability 1t' AV -1 it will get blocked. The time spent in blocked state at

queue M -1 is the remaining service time at queue 1'J at the instance of blocking.

When the (M -l)st server gets blocked, the Mth server is busy serving a unit and

it is either in phase 1 or phase 2 with probability wM,l and w~V,2 respectively. If it is

in phase 1, the distribution of the remaining service time is the service time at

queue M, i.e., a C2 distribution with parameter (5""1,5 M,2,8,,,), because of the

memoryless property of the exponential distribution and of the mixture of two

exponential distributions. If it is in phase 2, the remaining service time at phase 2

is distributed exponentially with 1/sM,2. Hence, the effective service time at queue



4~ -1 consists of two parts : The actual service time at queue M -1 and the

remaining service time at queue ~W: at the time of blocking (see Figure 3.1).

Now, we can obtain the Laplace transform (LT) of the effective service time

,
distribution at queue ,\1-1, BM- 1 [s ), as follows:

. ,
where BlJ (s) = SA\( (s), and

(3.1)

+9-
1

S+Sol S+8· 2I, I,

s· 1
"

So 2t,
i=lW -I,M.

We can now collapse the distribution of the effective service time into a C2 using

r--------·------,

A~\I-l

'-- _._. -- _._--- --~

WM,2

Figure 3.1 The effective service time at queue M-l
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the method of moments (see A.I). This allows us to use only two-phase Coxian dis-

tributions, which makes implementation easy and software development feasible .

•
B

M
-

1
(8) can be approximated as follows:

where parameters 6"'-1,1,6"'-1,2' and ~"'-1 can be determined by the three-

moment approximation.

The quantities 1T.~-1 and w., . are calculated approximately from the queue-
,,'YI ~n ,}

length distribution of the Mth queue, obtained by analyzing the i\1th queue in iso-

lation as described above. In particular, the quantity wM . can be obtained as fol-
,}

lows:

(3.3)

where p"v(NM,j) is the probability that the 4\1th server is in phase j (j=1,2) and

there are 1VM units in queue M. w· . is, in fact, a probability conditioned on an
I,}

arrival epoch. However, it is approximated by the arbitrary time probability using

the PASTA argument, seeing that the arrival process is assumed to be Poisson.

The probability 11.V -1 can be obtained using Little's relation on the fictitious posi-

tion (NM + 1 position) in queue M as follows :

The quantity in the bracket in the above expression is the remaining service time
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of the Mth server at the instance the (M -1)st server gets blocked.

We can now analyze queue M - 1 as an lyfIe/IIN +1 queue using Neu ts'
2 M-l

matrix-geometric algorithm [22). In order to do this, we need to know in advance

the overall arrival rate ~M_ 1 rather than the effective arrival rate ~. The overall

arrival rate ~.W'-1' which guarantees a throughput ~, can be found through the

iterative computation of the following fixed-point problem:

AM - 1 = A/[1-PM-l(NM _ 1+ l )). (3.5)

The convergence of the fixed-point problem in (3.5) is guaranteed (see [5]).

Now let us consider queue M - 2. This queue can be analyzed in the same way

as queue M -1. In particular, its effective service time can be represented by a C
2

distribution with parameters brM-'l = (bM-2,1,bM-2,'l,(3M-2). These parameters

can be obtained from the queue-length distribution of the (M -l)st queue, derived

approximately as described above. Queue M - 2 can then be analyzed as an

M / C2/1/NM _ 2+ 1 queue. Working backwards in this fashion, we can analyze each

queue i in isolation as an M/ C2/1/ N, + 1 queue. The first queue is analyzed as an

M / C2/1. All queues are analyzed using Neuts' matrix-geometric procedure [22].

Step 2

In step 2, the analysis of the network proceeds from queue 1 to queue M. Each

queue is analyzed in isolation as in step 1. In particular, the effective service time

of each queue is the same as the one calculated in step 1. The capacity of each

queue (except queue 1) is increased by one as before. The arrival process, unlike
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step 1, is approximated by a C2 distribution. For each decomposed queue, let. , ,
di(t)(Di (3)), e,(t)(Ei (s)), and 01(t)(Oi (8)) be the pdfoCthe interdeparture time

(its LT) from queue i , the effective interarrival time (its LT), and the overall

interarrival time (its LT) at queue i , respectively. The arrival process at the first

queue is always Poisson distributed. Therefore, in step 2 we do not analyze queue

1.

Now, let us consider queue 2. In order to characterize its arrival process, we

must know d1(t), the pdf of the interdeparture time from queue 1. This is, in gen-

•
eral, very difficult to obtain. Instead, we can obtain its LT, D1 (s), assuming that

successive effective services are independent of each other. When a unit departs

from queue 1, either a second unit is available in the queue and ready to be taken

into service immediately, or the queue becomes empty. In the first case, the time

until the next departure from queue 1 is distributed exactly as the effective service

time. On the other hand? if the queue becomes empty, then the time until the next

departure is the sum of two intervals, the first being the time until the second unit

arrives and the next being his service time. Since these two intervals are indepen-

dently distributed, the pdf of the sum must be the convolution of the two pdf's.

So, we have

(3.6)

•The above LT of the interdeparture process is in fact equal to E 2 (s), the LT

•
of the effective interarrival time at queue 2. From E'l (s), we can obtain the first
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three moments of t 2(t ) : me 2, 1' me2,2' and me2,3 . In order to analyze queue 2 in iso-

lation we need to know the overall arrival process 0 2( t) rather than the effective

arrival process e2( t). Now, we describe how °2( t) can be obtained approximately

from e 2( t). Using the decomposition of a renewal process, we have the following

• •
relationship between E2 (s) and 02 (8) [18]:

(3.7)

where I 2 is the probability that an arriving unit finds the queue full and is lost,

which is equal to q2(N2+ 1). This probability can be obtained in terms of the

time-average probabilities P2(n), n=O,1, ... ,N2+1 (see A.2). Then, the first three

moments of 02(t), mo2, l ' mo2,2' and m o2,3' can be expressed in terms of f 2 and

(3.8)

Using the above three moments, we can construct a C2 representation of

o 2(t ). Queue 2 can now be analyzed as a C2/C%/11N 2+ 1 queue with

ar =(a a Cl) and or =(b b f3 2) . We note that the three moments of 02(t)
2 2,1' 2,2' 2 2 2,1' 2,2'

are a function of f 2' which is unknown. This can be obtained by solving the fixed-

point problem, lIm
o2

,l =A/(l- f 2)' This guarantees that the throughput is equal to

A.
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, .
For the analysis of queue 3, we need to know d2(t ) or D2 (3). D2 (s) IS

obtained in A.3, assuming as before that successive effective service times are

independent. We have

where 8. is the probability that an arrival is in phase j of the arrival process and a
J

, .
departing unit leaves queue 2 empty, j = 1,2. D 2 (s) is set equal to E 3 (s). Now,

we repeat the same procedure that used for queue 2 to approximate 0 3{t) by a C 2

distribution. Now, queue 3 can be analyzed as a C2/Ci1/N3+ 1 queue with

Following similar arguments the overall arrival process of the ith queue

(2< i:5 M) can be represented by a C 2 distribution. Queue i can then be analyzed

obtain the queue-length distribution Pi(n). Each queue is step 2 was analyzed

numerically using an iterative procedure by Yao and Buzacott [29]. We did not

use the matrix-geometric procedure by Neuts [22] as in step 1, because in this case

matrix R can only be calculated iteratively. We found that when the traffic inten-

sity is high, the convergence of R is extremely slow.

Step 3

This step is conceptually identical with step 1. The objective in this step is to

re-calculate the effective service time at each queue. Queue M is not analyzed in
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this step, seeing that it can not be blocked. The analysis, therefore, proceeds from

queue M - 1 to queue 1. Each queue i is analyzed in isolation as in steps 1 and 2.

The capacity of queue i is augmented by one (except queue 1), and the arrival pro

cess is taken to be the same as the one calculated is step 2. The effective service

time is re-calculated following the same arguments as in step 1. However, due to

the fact that we are now dealing with queues with a C2 arrival process, rather than

a Poisson arrival process, (3.5) expression for w· . needs to be changed as foI-
I + I,}

lows:

where Qi+l(Ni + 11;O) is the probability that the i+lst server is in phase j (Jo=1,2)

and there are N.. + 1 units in queue i + 1 immediately before an arrival. qi+ 1(Ni .... 1) is

the probability that there are N i + 1 units in queue i + 1 immediately before an

arrival. These quantities can be obtained from the steady-state distribution of

queue i by conditioning appropriately (see A.2).

~ in step 2, we use the iterative procedure by Yao and Buzacott (29) to com

pute the marginal queue-length distribution Pj( n). In order to do this, we need to

know the overall arrival process 0 i ( t) rather than the effective arrival process et ( t ).

Now, we assume that the effective arrival process ej (t) at queue i obtained in step

2 does not change in step 3. The first three moments of 0 ..(t) can be obtained from

(3.8) by appropriately changing the subscripts. We see that the three moments of

Qj(t) are a function of Ij' which is the probability that an arriving unit finds the

queue full and is lost. This quantity is equal to qj(Nj + 1). Because the effective
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service time is recalculated in step 3, the quantity I, may change. We re-calculate

the three moments of 0, (t) by solving the fixed-point problem l/moi ,1 = A,/(l-/ j ) ,

where m . 1 is the first moment of 0 (t), which guarantees that the throughput is
Ot, •

equal to A.

The approximation algorithm for Model I can be summarized as follows:

Algorithm for Model I

Step 1

o.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Set i=M.
•

Obtain B, (s) and brio

Analyze queue i as an M/C
2
/ 1/ N j + l queue and compute pj(l)(n),

n =O,l, ...,Nj + 1, Wj,j' j = 1,2, and 1T j -1'

Set i =i-I.

It ;=1, analyze queue 1 as an M/Cll/oo queue, compute Pl(I)(n), n=O,l, ... ,

and go to Step 2. Otherwise, go to 1.

Step 2

o.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Set i =1.
• •

Obtain o, (8) and 0i+l (3).

Calculate the first three moments of 0i+l(t) and obtain ari + 1•

Analyze queue i as a C 2/ C2/1/ IVi + 1+ 1 queue and compute
n =O,1, ... ,Ni • 1+ 1.

If i =M -1, go to Step 3. Otherwise, set i = i + 1 and go to 1.

(2)
Pi+l (n),

Step 3

Use the same procedure as in step 1, but analyze each queue i , (i>2), as a
C2/C2/l/Nj + l queue, and compute p/3)(n ), n=O,1,u

3
,Nj + 1. For the first

queue, analyze it as a .\1/C2/ l/oo queue, and compute P 1( (n), n=O,l, ....
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Test for Convergence

u I (2)() (3) I .max Pj n - Pi (n) <E, I =1,2, ... ,.\1, then stop. Else go back to Step 2.
Fa

It should be noted that after the algorithm stops, the actual probability

Pj(N;), i~2, is obtained by summing Pi(Ni) and p.(N. + 1).

3.2. Model n

Let us now assume that the first queue is finite. In order to use the previous

approximation algorithm, we have to know in advance the effective arrival rate ~.
I

into each decomposed queue. In the case of Model I, this quantity was readily

known as it was equal to the arrival rate A at the first queue. However, in the case

of Model II, the effective arrival rate of the first queue is not known. Therefore,

the effective arrival rate of the other queues is not readily available. The algorithm

presented here is an iterative procedure whereby the true value of the effective

arrival rate at the first queue is approximated by successive iterations. Let ~ be the

unknown effective arrival rate at the first queue. The iterative procedure first

starts with an initial estimate of the value of ~. Following arguments similar to

those mentioned in Section 3.1, the queue-length distribution of each decomposed

queue is calculated. Using the results for the queue-length distribution of the first

queue, a second value for ~ is computed. This value is then used to compute new

values for queue-length distribution of each decomposed queue, from which we

obtain a third value for ~. The procedure iterates in this fashion until no change in
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the value of Xis observed Below we give a summary or the iterative procedure for

the analysis or Model Il,

Algorithm tor Model IT

Step 0 (Initialization)

- -(0)
Select a starting value of ~, i.e., ~ .

Step 1

Sa~e as in ~tep 1 f!![o Mc:1rl I. Alter queue 1 i~ anaIYz~?o) ca~f~late a new value
of A, i.e., A( ). If IA )- A I<e, stop. Otherwise, set A. =A and go to Step
2.

Step 2

Same as in step 2 for Model I, assuming that the effective arrival rate at queue
1

. ~(oJ
1S I\. •

Step 3

Same as in step 3 for Model I, assuming x:(O)( After the first queue is analyzed
- -\1J 1- oJ -- -\1)I ·

c~lculat~ a new value of ~, i.e., A. • If A - A <E, stop. Otherwise, set
-\0) -(1)
A =A and go to Step 2.

4. Numerical Examples

The approximation algorithm discussed in Section 3 was implemented on a

VAX 11/7850 It was used to obtain the approximate steady-state queue-length dis-

tributions of each queue for three-node and five-node tandem configurations. The

approximate results were compared with simulation results obtained using QNAP2

[30].
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The numerical examples are summarized in Tables 1 to 14. Tables 1 to 4 and

5 to 7 give results respectively for three-node and five-node networks with an

infinite first queue. Tables 8 to 11 and 12 to 14 give results respectively for three

node and five-node networks with a finite first queue. For presentation purposes,

the service distribution at queue i is described in terms of the service rate,

J.Lj = 1I(1Is1 ,1+ 8/s i ,z)' and its squared coefficient of variation, c/o The actual dis

tribution used in the experiments is the resulting C2 distribution using the

approach by Marie [21]. Each table gives the approximate results (column labelled

JP), the simulation results, and the results from step 1. This step is identical to the

algorithm suggested by Altiok [4] for tandem configurations with general service

times. The observed relative error for step 1 and for the whole approximation algo

rithm are given. Finally, the cpu time used by the approximation algorithm is also

given. Due to space considerations, we only give for each queue i the probabilities

Pi(O), Pj(Ni ) , and mean queue-length, Li •

The proposed algorithm gives results which are significantly better than those

obtained from step 1. i.e., under the assumption that the arrival process to each

decomposed queue is Poisson. In particular, based on the results given in tables 1

to 14, the average relative error of the approximation algorithm is about 5%, while

the average relative error of step 1 is about 13%.

The approximation gives better results when the first queue of the tandem

configuration is finite. In particular, based on the results in tables 1 to 14, the aver

age relative error of the approximation algorithm when the first queue is finite is
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3%, whereas the average relative error for configurations when the first queue is

infinite is 7.5%.

Finally, we note that the algorithm was also used to analyze tandem

configurations with exponential service times. No significant improvement over the

results obtained using step 1 was observed, when all the service rates were approxi-

2
mately equal. For these balanced cases, the c of the output process from each

queue was close to 1, thus justifying the Poisson assumption. Some improvement

was observed, however, for unbalanced cases.

5. Conclusions

An approximation algorithm is presented for open tandem queueing networks

with finite buffers and with general service times. The algorithm described in this

paper decomposed the system into individual queues with revised arrival and ser-

vice process and revised queue capacity. The service process is revised so that to

reflect the additional delay a unit might undergo due to blocking from the down-

stream queues. The arrival process is described by a C2 distribution. The parame-

ters of the arrival and service processes are computed approximately using an

iterative scheme. The algorithm gives results which are significantly better than

the results obtained by earlier algorithms in which it was assumed that the arrival

process at each decomposed queue was Poisson. Our algorithm performs better

when the first queue has a finite capacity when the first queue has an infinite capa-

city.
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Finally, we note that the approximation algorithm was developed for the case

where all service times are C 2 distributions. The algorithm can be easily extended

the case where all service times follow phase-type distributions.

APPENDICES

A.I. Coxian-2 Distribution

Consider a Coxian distribution with two phases, denoted by C 2' and the fol-

lowing parameters (J-L I ' J..L 2,8). Its Laplace transform is as follows:

(A-I)
J..L 1JeLl-I (s) = (I-e) +9

S + JL 1 S + JoL l S + ""2

Letting 8=0 (or 8= 1) and J11= J12' we recover the exponential ( or the two-stage

Erlang) distribution.

The first three moments of a C2' m l' m 2' and m 3' can be derived by taking

derivatives of (A-i). We have

1 9
m = -+-,

1
f.1 1 J.L2

m = 2[_1_ +_9- + _9_] ,
2 22

J.L 1 J.L 1J.L2 J.L2

m = 6[_1_ + 8 + 8 + _9_]
3 3 2 2 3

JLl 1-11 J.L2 JoL l ~2 J12

(A-2)

For a general distribution with a squared coefficient of variation e
2>1.0,

· it th ents m m and m the C2 parameters can be determinedgiven I s ree mom l' 2' 3'
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through solving the equations (A-2). Let JLl + JL2 =u and JL 1J.L2 =v. With some ele-

mentary algebraic manipulation, we have (see [3])

m3
provided that -- > 1.5(c2+ 1)2 is satisfied. Otherwise, we have infinite number

3m1

of ways to select the C 2 parameters. The following set is suggested by Marie [21] :

2 2)JoLt = 21m l' fJ.2 = 1/( m I-e), 8= 1/(2.: · (A-4)

When the c2 is between 0.5 and 1.0L the C 2 parameters can be determined as Iol-

lows:

A.2. Arrival-Epoch Probabilities or a C2/C2/11N queue

Consider a C2/C2/ 1/ N queueing system with parameters ar = (ai' a 2,a) and

br =(bl,b2'~). Let (n,i,JO) denote the state of the system, where n is the number of

units in the system (including the one in service), i (i =1,2) is the phase number of

the arrival process, and j (Jo= 1,2) is the phase number of the service process,

We can now obtain the probability q (n) that an arriving unit finds n units

(n =O,l,...,~V) in the system, and the probability q(n ,J
O

) that the server is in phase

J- (J- = 1,2) and there are n units in the system immediately before an arrival as
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q(n,l) = q(n,I,I) + q(n,2,1),

q(n,2) = q(n,1,2) + q(n,2,2),

q(n) = q(n,l) + q(n,2),

(A-6)

where q(n, i ,i), i = 1,2, j = 1,2, is the probability that the system is in state (n, i .i)

immediately before an arrival. The probabilities q(n,i,i), i= 1,2. j= 1,2, can be

expressed in terms of the time-average probabilities p(n,i,j) as follows:

q(n,l,i) = (1-a.)a1P(n.l.j)IH, j=I,2,

q(n,2,j) = a2p (n ,2,JO)IH, j=1,2,

where

N 2 N 2

H = (1-a)a 1 L ~ p(n,l,j) + a2 L L p(n,2,j).

n=Oj=l 1&=Oj=1

A.3. Departure Process of a C2/ C2/1/1V Queue

Consider a C2/C 2/1/ N queueing system with parameters ar = (41,a 2,a ) and

br=(bl,b2'~). As in A.2, let (n,i,JO) denote a state of the system, where n (n~O) is

the number of units in the system, i (i = 1,2) is the arrival phase number, and

JO (Jo = 1,2) is the service phase number. We consider the following cases.



(0,2,0)
•

B (3)

Note that (O,i ,0) denotes the state of no unit being in the service facility .

•
We can now obtain D (s), the LT of the pdf of the interdeparture time, as

follows:

• ., 4 2 •
D (s) = r(0,1,0)0 (s)B (s)+r(O,2,O) B (8)

S + 4 2 (A-7)
•+ (1- r(O,I,O)- r(O,2,O))B (s),

where r(n,i,j) is the probability that the system is in state (n,i,J·) immediately

after a departure. The probabilities r(O,k,O), k =1,2 can be expressed as follows in

terms of the time average probabilities p(n,i,i) :

1
r(0,1,0) = -[(1- (3)oIP(l ,l ,l )+ b2p(1,1,2)],

G
1

r (0,2,0) = -[(1- ~)b IP(1,2,1) + b2P (1,2,2)],
G

where

N 2 IV 2

G = (1-~)bl L LP(n,i,1)+b:! L LP(n,i,2).

(A-8)

ra=II=1 ra=li=l



Table 1. A=2.0, N=('X,3,3), J.L=(4,4,4), c%=(2,4,8); cpu =O.6sec

Step 1 reI err JP rei err simulation
Pi (0) 0.249 0.361 0.168 -0.082 0.183
L 1 5.801 -0.464 9.701 -0.103 10.82(1.456)

P2(O) 0.333 0.085 0.297 -0.033 0.307
P2(N2) 0.353 -0.183 0.453 0.049 0.432
L2 1.500 -0.104 1.731 0.034 1.674(0.041 )

P3(O) 0.500 -0.002 00500 -0.002 00501
P3(lV3) 0.225 -0.138 0.276 -0.057 0.261
L,. 1.039 -0.074 1.145 0.020 1.122(0.028)

Table 2. A=2.5, N=(~,5,5), .... =(4,4,4), c2= (2,2,2); cpu =O.7sec

Step 1 rei err JP reI err simulation

P1(0) 0.292 0.243 0.263 0.119 0.235

£1 3.234 -0.403 3.758 -0.307 5.420(0.565)

P2(0) 0.316 0.064 00298 0.003 0.297

P2(N2) 0.154 -0.330 0.199 -0.135 0.230
L 2

1.919 -0.141 2.148 -0.038 2.234(0.052)

P3(O) 0.375 -0.005 0.375 -0.005 0.377

P3(NJ) 0.113 -0.271 0.142 -0.084 0.155

£" 1.622 -0.092 1.759 -0.015 1.786(0.033)
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Table 3. A=2.0, N=(x,3,5), JL=(4,4,4), c:%=(4,4,4); cpu =O.7sec

Step 1 rei err JP reI err simulation

pt(O) 0.347 0.295 0.290 0.082 0.268

L 1 3.529 -0.435 4.600 -0.263 6.244(0.794 )

P2(0) 0.440 0.071 0.413 0.005 0.411

P2(N2) 0.241 -0.278 0.314 -0.060 0.334

£2 1.162 -0.149 1.336 -0.022 1.366(0.032)

P3(O) 0.500 -0.002 0.500 -0.002 0.501

P3(N3) 0.096 -0.304 0.133 -0.036 0.138

L1- 1.257 -0.130 1.439 -0.003 1.444(0.035)

Table 4. A=1.5, N = (00,3,3), JL = (4,4,4), c 2= (8,8,8); cpu = O.5sec

Step 1 reI err JP rei err simulation

P1(0) 0.465 0.143 0.419 0.030 0.407

£1 3.058 -0.323 3.711 -Oc179 40519(0.393)

P2(0) 0.527 0.048 0.498 -0.010 0.503
P2(N2) 00219 -0.242 0.276 -0.047 0.289

£2 0.997 -0.136 1.144 -0.009 1.154(0.031)

P3(O) 0.625 -0.002 0.625 -0.002 0.626
P3(N3) 0.139 -0.295 0.178 -0.011 0.180
L~ 0.721 -0.101 0.805 0.004 0.802(0.021 )

2,'



Table 5. ;\= 1.5, N=(:O,3,3,3,3), ~=(4,4,4,4,4), c%=(2,2,2,2,2);

cpu = O.9sec

Step 1 rei err JP rei err simulation

P1(O) 0.587 0.046 0.580 0.034 0.561

£1 0.845 -0.151 0.870 -0.126 0.995(0.040)

P2(O) 0.588 0.044 0.577 0.025 0.563

P2( lV2) 0.091 -0.305 0.104 -0.206 0.131

£2 0.697 -0.133 0.737 -0.083 0.804(0.019)

P3(O) 0.590 0.041 0.579 0.021 0.567

P3(N3) 0.090 -0.302 0.109 -0.155 0.129

L3 0.693 -0.133 0.746 -0.066 0.799(0.017)

p4(0) 0.596 0.026 0.588 0.012 0.581

p4(N4) 0.087 -0.293 0.106 -0.138 0.123

£4 0.677 -0.120 0.729 -0.052 0.769(0.015)

ps{O) 0.625 0.000 0.625 0.000 0.625

ps(N s) 0.073 -0.240 0.087 -0.094 0.096

Lr. 0.611 -0.070 0.645 -0.023 0.660(0.012)



Table 8. ,\= 1.5, N=(X,4,3,4,3), ,.,.=(4,3,4,3,4), c%=(2.5,2,1.5,2,2.5)

cpu =O.9sec

Step 1 rei err JP reI err simulation

P1(0) 0.577 00097 0.563 OD070 00526

£1 0.961 -0.303 1.020 -0.260 1.379{0.087)

P2(O) 0.465 0.086 0.450 0.051 0.428
P2(lV2) 0.102 -0.396 0.126 -0.254 00169
L2 1.133 -0.178 1.241 -0.099 1.378(0.029)

P3(0) 0.575 00055 0.563 0.033 0.545
P3(iV3) 0.089 -0.382 0.116 -0.194 0.144
L3 0.709 -0.173 0.782 -0.088 0.857(0.017)

P4(0) 0.463 0.029 00454 0.009 0.450
p4(N4) 0.104 -0.293 0.125 -0.150 0.147

£4 1.143 -0.114 1.228 -0.048 1.290(0.026)

ps(O) 00625 -0.003 0.625 -0.003 0.627
ps(Ns) 0.083 -0.217 0.098 -0.075 0.106
L'!t, 0.630 -0.065 0.665 0.013 0.674(0.013)
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Table 7. A= 1.2, N=(:l:l,5,5,5,5), 1-1=(2,2,2,2,2), c%=(1.5,1.5,1.5,1.5,1.5)

cpu =O.8sec

Step 1 rei err JP rei err simulation

p 1(0) 0.351 0.170 0.339 0.130 0.300
L1

2.140 -0.326 2.265 -0.286 3.174(0.240)

P2(0) 0.3.52 0.128 0.339 0.087 0.312

P2( 1V2) 0.105 -0.420 0.127 -0.298 0.181

L'1, 1.651 -0.186 1.783 -0.121 2.029(0.053)

P3(O) 0.355 0.096 0.344 0.062 0.324

P3(N3) 0.103 -0.387 0.125 -0.256 0.168

L3 1.635 -0.165 1.768 -0.097 1.958(0.045)

P4(0) 0.365 0.046 0.357 0.023 0.349

p~(N4) 0.097 -0.322 0.117 -0.182 0.143

L~ 1.588 -0.122 1.705 -0.057 1.808(0.039)

ps(O) 0.400 0.005 0.400 0.005 0.398

ps(Ns) 0.078 -0.250 0.092 -0.115 0.104

L; 1.428 -0.078 1.504 -0.029 1.549(0.026)



Table 8. A=3.0, N=(3,3,3), .... =(4,4,4), c%=(2,4,8); cpu ==O.2sec

Step 1 reI err JP rei err simulation

P1(O) 0.262 0.036 0.244 -0.036 0.253

PI (lV1) 0.341 -0.034 0.361 0.023 0.353
L1

1.606 -0.024 1.668 0.013 1.646(0.016)

P2(O) 0.342 0.018 0.337 OoClO3 0.336

P2(lV2) 0.344 -0.080 0.386 0.032 0.374

L2 1.471 -0.043 1.559 0.014 1.537(0.018)

P3(0) 0.506 -0.019 0.521 0.010 0.516

P3(~V3) 0.221 -0.075 0.250 0.046 0.239

L~ 1.024 -0.028 1.069 0.015 1.053(0.017)

Table 9. A=4.0, N=(5,5,5), .... =(4,4,4), c%=(2,2,2); cpu =O.2sec

Step 1 rei err JP reI err simulation

P1(O) 00130 0.182 00116 00055 0.110

PI (lV1) 0.292 -0.058 00310 OJlOO 0.310
£1 2.986 -0.044 3.088 -0.012 3.125(0.033)

P2(O) 00196 0.016 0.197 0.021 0.193
P2(N2) 0.278 -0.145 0.319 -0.018 0.325
L2 2.654 -0.060 2.798 -0.009 2.822(0.037)

P3(O) 0.292 -0.070 0.310 -0.013 0.314
P3(N3) 0.175 -0.129 0.198 -0.015 0.201

£" 2.051 -0.027 2.115 0.003 2.108(0.034)



Table 10. A=4.0, N=(5,3.5), ~=(3,5,3), c2=(4,4,4); cpu =:O.4sec

Step 1 rei err JP rei err simulation
PI (0) 0.084 0.424 0.066 0.119 0.059
Pl(N1) 0.463 -0.065 0.495 0.000 0.495
L1 3.553 -0.056 3.711 -0.014 3.763(0.026)

P2(O) 0.395 0.045 0.386 0.021 0.378
p2( ~"..~) 0.293 -0.219 0.367 -0.021 0.375
L2 1.313 -0.116 1.464 -0.015 1.486(0.028)

P3(O) 0.283 -0.135 0.326 -0.003 0.327
P3(·V3) 0.252 -0.154 0.296 -0.007 0.298

£" 2.287 -0.036 2.388 -0.006 2.373(0.049)

Table 11. A=4.0, N=(3,3,3), ~=(4,4,4), c2=(8,8,8); cpu=O.2sec

Step 1 rei err JP rei err simulation

PI (0) 0.209 0.118 00172 -0.080 0.187

PI (N1) 0.507 -0.032 0.540 0.031 0.524

L1
1.936 -0.034 2.051 0.023 2.004(0.019)

P2(O) 0.344 00033 00340 00021 0.333

P2(N2) 0.382 -0.128 00469 0.071 0.438

L2
1.527 -0.073 1.692 0.027 1.647(0.034)

P3(0) 0.507 -0.047 0.540 0.015 0.532

P3(N3) 0.220 -0.134 0.272 0.071 0.254

L", 1.022 -0.036 1.088 0.026 1.060(0.028)
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Table 12. ).=3.0, N=(3,3,3,3,3), ~=(4,4.4,4,4), c%=(2,2,2,2,2);

cpu =O.6sec

Step 1 rei err JP rei err simulation

P1(0) 0.287 0.148 0.270 0.080 0.250

p1(~V1) 0.281 -0.060 0.297 -0.007 0.299
L1 1.482 -0.060 1.535 -0.027 1.577(0.018)

P2(O) OG307 0.141 0.291 0.082 0.269
P2(~V2) 0.317 -0.174 0.355 -0.076 0.384

£2 1.495 -0.103 1.586 -0.049 1.667(0.024)

P3(O) 0.334 0.077 0.326 0.052 0.310
P3(~V3) 0.287 -00185 0.325 -0.077 0.352
£3 1.404 -0.095 1.484 -0.043 1.551(0.024)

p 4(0) 0.376 0.021 0.377 0.024 0.368
p 4( lV4) 0.245 -0.167 0.273 -0.071 0.294
L4 1.270 -0.072 1.321 -0.035 1.369(0.022)

ps(O) 0.461 -0.023 0.473 0.002 0.472
ps(N5) 0.174 -0.130 0.190 -0.050 0.200
Lr. 1.023 -0.033 1.041 -0.016 1.058(0.019)



Table 13. ~= 1.5, N={4,3,4,3,4}, j.L={2.5,2,2.5,2,2.5}, c2 = {2.5,2,2.5,2,2.5}i

cpu =O.lsec

Step 1 rei err JP reI err simulation

PI (0) 0.317 0.187 0.288 0.079 0.267

p 1(lV1) 0.187 -0.126 0.207 -0.033 0.214
L1 1.615 -0.104 1.789 -0.043 1.870(0.023)

P2(O) 0.384 0.088 0.271 0.038 00261

P2(lV2) 0.345 -0.1 i7 0.396 -0.055 0.419

L 2 1.573 -0.092 1.682 -0.029 1.732(0.022)

P3(O) 0.361 0.097 0.344 0.046 0.329

P3(lV3) 0.191 -0.257 0.234 -0.089 0.257

£3 1.567 -0.133 1.723 -0.047 1.808(0.031)

p .(0) 0.343 -0.026 0.349 -0.009 0.352

P4(N4) 0.280 -0.152 0.316 -0.042 0.330

L. 1.377 -0.051 1.438 -0.009 1.451(0.018)

ps(O) 0.512 -0.028 0.524 -0.006 0.527

PS(lVS) 0.093 -0.155 0.107 -0.027 0.110

L~ 1.019 -0.037 1.053 -0.005 1.058(0.018)



Table 14. ~ =3.0, N =(5,5,5,5,5), IJ. = (4,4,4,4,4), e%=(1.5,1.5,1.5,1.5,1.5);

cpu =O.3sec

Step 1 reI err JP rei err simulation

PI (0) 0.259 0.088 00248 0.042 0.238
pt(N1) 0.128 -0.092 0.135 -0.043 0.141

£1 2.049 -0.059 2.107 -0.032 2.177(0.034)

P2(O) 0.264 0.078 0.253 0.033 0.245
P2(N2) 0.173 -0.203 00198 -0.088 0.217
L2 20128 -0.089 2.257 -0.034 2.336(0.045 )

P3(0) 00274 0.050 0.266 0.019 0.261
P3(N3) 00163 -0.231 0.190 -00104 0.212
L 3 20069 -00091 20198 -0.035 2.277(0.047)

p ~(O) 0.294 0.000 0.291 -0.010 0.294
p.(N.) 0.146 -0.193 0.168 -0.072 0.181
L 4 1.953 -0.065 2.056 -0.015 2.088(0.041)

ps(O) 0.346 -0.034 0.351 -0.020 0.358
ps(Ns) 0.109 -0.155 0.123 -0.047 0.129
L~ 1.683 -0.032 1.741 OJlO2 1.738(0.031)
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